The clinical utility of molecular genetic cancer profiling.
Next-Generation-Sequencing (NGS) has enabled gene mutation profiling - cataloguing sequence variants and modifications in clinical assays encompassing tens to thousands of genes in tumors and in germlines. The clinical benefit of applying multi-gene NGS to diverse applications in various malignancies remains to be demonstrated. Applications of gene mutation profiling in oncology include screening cancer-prone families, classification of malignancies, treatment selection, and monitoring the response to treatment of solid tumors (the 'liquid biopsy'). Google Scholar was used to search PubMed for the period 2011-2016 using combinations of the following search terms: 'clinical utility', NGS, 'molecular diagnostics'. Expert commentary: Clinical studies are in progress pairing mutation profiling with streamlined new trial designs to speed identification of promising drug-target combinations and to see if genotype-informed treatment selection will improve outcome across a spectrum of histologies. The analytical advantages and falling cost of NGS make focused gene panels likely to become the dominant modality in molecular diagnostic testing even if trials eventually discourage use of large panels to test all malignancies.